Carrier Announces Reinvention of the Aero® 39M Commercial Air Handler

Commitment to continuous improvement yields more flexible air handler

CHARLOTTE, N.C., Jan. 26, 2017— Carrier is pleased to introduce the reinvented Aero® 39M commercial air handler, which delivers greater flexibility and versatility through an expanded number of available sizes, configurations and additional features. Carrier, a world leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions, is a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX).

Featuring the Aero’s proven foam-filled, double-wall construction and Agion® anti-microbial technology to protect the unit over its lifespan, the latest version of the 39M is now available in tall and narrow sizes as well as shorter airway lengths to fit tight mechanical spaces. In addition, the reinvented 39M is streamlined, easy to install and offers many more options including greater motor speed control selections, direct-drive plenum fans and LED marine lights. Moreover, new filter kits in many different types and efficiencies will satisfy an even greater breadth of applications.

“Carrier has listened closely to our customers and has responded to their needs with a more capable and versatile 39M air handler that builds on the success of our
existing air handler technology,” says Chris Opie, director, marketing, Carrier Commercial Systems. “Customers across the industry are demanding greater flexibility in terms of the size of air handlers and other supporting features. We are proud to meet those needs with an air handler that delivers increased value with lower operating and installation costs.”

The Carrier AHUBuilder® software makes selecting and optimizing the 39M air handler easy, allowing HVAC engineers to model refrigerant-based cooling systems with confidence, generating a cross-plot to help determine the most efficient system possible. AHUBuilder software also enables the user to select fan systems at full- and part-load for performance and sound. This feature allows the selection of the most stable, most efficient and quietest fan within our product offerings.

Customers interested in learning more about the reinvented Aero 39M Commercial air handler can contact their local expert or visit www.carrier.com/39m.

About Carrier
Founded by the inventor of modern air conditioning, Carrier is a world leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions. Carrier experts provide sustainable solutions, integrating energy-efficient products, building controls and energy services for residential, commercial, retail, transport and food service customers. Carrier is a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United Technologies Corp., a leading provider to the aerospace and building systems industries worldwide. For more information, visit www.carrier.com or follow @Carrier on Twitter.

Agion is a registered trademark of Sciessent, LLC.
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The reinvented Carrier® Aero® 39M air handler provides even more advanced technology and custom features in a streamlined, easy-to-install package. Indoor and outdoor units are available to handle a wide variety of applications.